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1 Introduction 

In a number of short essays, Pierre Bourdieu (1984) thematises the reflexive dimension of 
social scientific inquiry (the inward-looking dimension of the research process) in terms of a 
necessary sensitivity towards the market-driven effects of situations of contact with research 
subjects, etc. He mentions as examples, for instance, the informant who hypercorrectly adjusts 
his personal details of cultural consumption in line with ‘researcher expectations’. In “Le 
marché linguistique” (pp. 121-131), this is expressed as follows: “Sous peine de prendre des 
artefacts pour des faits, on peut seulement faire entrer dans l’analyse des “données” l’analyse 
des déterminations sociales de la situation dans laquelle elles ont été produites, l’analyse du 
marché linguistique dans lequel ont été établis les faits analysés »1 (1984 :128). 

Bourdieu’s advocacy of a retour reflexif within sociology provides an obvious point of 
convergence with ethnography, where reflexivity has been thematised systematically within 
anthropological debates on the ‘poetics and politics of representation’2, where it has followed 
in the wake of a crisis of ethnographic authority and where reflexivity indexes a set of wider 
concerns to do with scientific authority and (post-colonial) hegemony in Late Modernity. 
However, if a self-questioning turn in ethnography (and elsewhere) has made researchers face 
up to the subjectivities of their own research actions and their social, historical and political 
involvement in researched worlds (a sense of ‘why am I doing this kind of research’, ‘what is 
it going to be used for and who will benefit from this’ and ‘how is this compellingly tied to 
where I come from’), at the same time various authors have suggested that a reflexive take on 
data histories as relevant to their interpretation should not be exclusively about biographical 
trajectories and historical/political positioning. Put differently: actualised histories of research 
contact can also be read in terms of the contextual, linguistic and interactional resources 
which are brought to bear on data events and their subsequent recontextualisations. 
Arguments to this effect have for instance been made in Bucholtz (2000) who develops the 
point for representations of AAVE; Jaffe & Walton (2000) who empirically engage with the 
politics of enacted performances of non-standardness on the basis of written representations 
of recorded orality; Bauman & Briggs’s (1999) and Blommaert’s (2001) more general 
arguments about the (self)selection of relevant contexts for interpretation and critique; 
Slembrouck (2001) who develops the point in relation to the situatedness of the discursive 
modalities through which research is being written up (from the field dialogues of research to 
the erasure/promotion of particular accented dialogisms in research writings). Very similar 
concerns inform Briggs’ (1986) and Briggs (2002) with their focus on communicative 
adaptability in interview encounters; Briggs also states the ubiquitous nature of interview 

                                                
1 Translated into English: “At the risk of mistaking artefacts for facts, one must include into the analysis of  “data” the 
analysis of the social determinants of the situation in which they have been produced, that is to say, the analysis of the 
linguistic market in which the analytical facts/events analysed have been established.” 
2 Echoing the title of Clifford and Marcus’ (1986) influential volume. 
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culture in present-day society, as a regulating expressive economy with a distribution which 
cuts across social domains and as raising a set of issues to do with power asymmetries, stance, 
positioning and the consequences of relative (in)adaptability to interviewing cultures (see also 
Slembrouck 2003a:106). An early precursor of this “second” stance is Cicourel’s data-driven 
critique of traditional survey, questionnaire and coding practices in sociological and 
demographic research (Cicourel 1974). Cicourel’s study amounts to a defence of the 
videotaped qualitative research interview, especially when the use of this data instrument 
comes with a meta-cognitive orientation to the situated contingencies of data events (incl. 
details of contact and access) and when it is supported by strategies of ethnographic 
triangulation.3 One of the author’s conclusions is that “the description of macro-social 
structures trades on an implicit notion of interactional competence or information processing 
in socially defined settings. Interactional competence makes conversational exchanges and 
everyday decisions possible, and these exchanges and decisions are the basis for the 
researcher’s claim to substantive knowledge” (Cicourel 1974:198). 

The central question of this paper is a related one with a take from a different angle: what 
might the reflexive dimension look like when it is being fleshed out on the basis of the 
Bourdieuan concept of habitus and when interviewing occasions are seen as operating in a 
linguistic market which is oriented toward the production of legitimate language use. The 
data I will draw on are two open-ended interviews (and a corresponding set of interviewing 
experiences) with lone parents who have (had) an adolescent in public care. These data form 
part of a larger discursive ethnography of practices of child protection/care in Flanders and 
Britain. There are various good reasons for me to want to engage in the proposed exercise.  

For one thing, Bourdieu’s (1976) sociological critique of linguistics shifts the weight 
of inquiry from an analysis of successful communication which leads to understanding 
(interpreted in a technical, linguistic sense) to questions of the speaker’s legitimacy when 
speaking in a particular social role. In his view, speakers first of all desire to be believed, to be 
obeyed, to be desired (even if this happens at the cost of misunderstanding, nervousness, 
tension, etc. in interaction). In the context of children in public care, parents when they are 
being interviewed, face the plight of the discredited. Even when they are talking to a 
researcher/outsider unconnected to the institutional networks of public protection and care, 
the awareness that both interlocutors are in the know about the ‘facts’ of this particular 
family, will result in a self-perceived need to account for oneself and to redeem one’s moral 
worth and credibility as a parent (cf. Goffman 1990 who sees the ‘normal’4 and the 
‘stigmatised’ as two perspectives in interaction which bear directly on the management of 
information and result in particular forms of revelation, concealment, downplaying/upgrading 
of certain detail, etc). In earlier research, I have drawn attention to how parents may draw on 
typical rhetorical figures such as ‘of course, I cared but I couldn’t cope’ – because ‘this is a 
difficult child’, ‘because of my own personal circumstances at the time’, etc (see Hall and 
Slembrouck 2003 for a detailed analysis of a number of accounts along these lines). However, 
parents, when they are being interviewed, may also feel they are being tested in other 
respects. According to Dingwall (1997:56-57), interviews are contextually-produced accounts 
not only because there is an interactional pull towards accomplishing a shared and coherent 
sense of reality. At the same time, interviews count as “situations in which respondents are 
required to demonstrate their competence in the role in which the interview casts them”. Two 
roles stand out in my own context of inquiry and they are linked to each other through 

                                                
3 See esp. chapters 8 (Textual analysis of interview materials), 9 (Sociolinguistic features of fertility interviews) and 10 
(Alternate views on field research). 
4 In as much as the parent is aware that s/he is being interviewed as ‘a parent with a problem’, s/he is also likely to endow the 
researcher with properties of ‘normal’ parenthood (cf. Goffman’s point that interlocutors enter interaction with an assumption 
of ‘default normality’ -  he calls this a virtual social identity which interlocutors presume one another to possess in the 
absence of indications/knowledge about the contrary). 
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complex indexicalities: there is the parent/child role relationship (because this is largely what 
the interview is about) and there is the role of interviewee (subjects can be expected to 
develop and interactionally express a position towards the role of ‘doing being an 
interviewee’). For instance, being perceived as rising to the occasion of the talk may be a 
legitimacy-lending component in building up a persuasive account of parenthood. In contrast, 
interviewees may put across unease with or even signal an explicit rejection of the 
interviewing ‘game’ and such a stance may be part of the communication of distance from the 
institutional networks of child protection and care.   

Secondly, Bourdieu’s concept of habitus brings out the strategic play of the individual 
speaking subject but sets this play against the conditions and sanctions of a symbolic market. 
Habitus is thus seen as discourse adjusted to a field. In this view, speaker legitimacy derives 
not so much from the actual ‘possession’ of symbolic capital (e.g. speaking the dominant 
social dialect) in that it has to be seen as a market-effect, in other words, as brought about in a 
situation of contact in ways which are consequential for self/other-perception during the 
contact, in recontextualisations of the talk, and/or in view of subsequent similar contact, etc. 
Among such market effects are listed: interactional dominance, self-corrective behaviour, 
respectful silence, etc. One result may be that interviewees seek to avoid similar contact in the 
future or experience precisely the opposite: an eagerness to participate in similar occasions of 
self-display. While this set of observations invites attention to the interactional and other 
(accumulative) effects of recourse to and contact between particular sociolinguistic repertoires 
of speaking in an interview encounter (e.g. it acutely raises the possibility that some 
repertoires might come with self-condemning effects), the observation also entails a set of 
discourse analytic imperatives. The definitions of ‘habitus’ which Bourdieu5 offers are many: 
it is discourse adjusted to a situation, a market, a field; it is capital; it is hexis (not just habitual 
behaviour but a set of internalised bodily dispositions); it is schematic knowledge (which 
generates practices and the evaluative perception of these practices) and it encompasses ethos 
(it is a morality which has become gesture, posture and hexis). I am aware that, despite the 
apparent openness in these definitions, there are various instances in Bourdieu’s own writings 
which could easily be read as more narrowly equating the concept of legitimate language use 
with the use of a dominant sociolinguistic variety (e.g. Bourdieu (1984:104): « Un langage 
légitime est un langage aux formes phonologiques en syntaxiques légitimes, c’est-à-dire un 
langage répondant aux critères habituels de grammaticalité, et un langage qui dit 
constamment, en plus de ce qu’il dit, qu’il le dit bien »6). A more complete picture gives us 
various other instances where Bourdieu hedges such a claim, for instance: « l'acceptabilité 
sociologiquement définie ne consiste pas seulement dans le fait de parler correctement une 
langue: dans certains cas, s’il faut, par exemple, avoir l'air un peu décontracté, un français 
trop impeccable peut être inacceptable »7 (Bourdieu 1984:123). This line of argument can be 
extended: it is better not to narrow the situated production of communicative legitimacy to the 
condition of speaking ‘a standard language’ correctly, or (in some cases) tactical displays of 
lower class orientation, regionality or non-standardness more generally. What constitutes 
‘legitimate language’ or ‘dominant language use’ (the two are by no means always the same!), 
most of all, has to be understood in its full interactionality and situationality (cf. Bourdieu 
1984:103ff on the constituents of legitimacy in pedagogic discourse). Sociolinguistic dialect 
does not exhaust ‘le bien dit’; its role in the production of legitimacy and credibility cannot be 
isolated from other textual, interactional and contextual dimensions of the contact – e.g. who 

                                                
5 For instance, Bourdieu (1984: 121-131). 
6 Translated into English: “Legitimate language use is language use which has legitimate phonological and syntactic forms, 
that is to say, a language use which meets habitual criteria of grammaticality and a language use which constantly shows [lit.: 
says], on top of what is being said, that it says it well.” 
7 Translated into English: “Acceptability as sociologically defined entails more than the fact of speaking a language correctly: 
in some cases, when a somewhat more relaxed [or: less studied] tone is required, impeccable French may be unacceptable.” 
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is present and who initiates, what is being talked about, for what purposes, how expectations 
are being reciprocated or not, how arguments are being framed, staged rhetorically, managed 
interpersonally, how turn-taking is being attended to, etc.8 Thus, in the case of the parental 
accounts examined here, we can add to a list of analytical priorities various ‘price-
determining mechanisms’ such as the interactional establishment of event-oriented coherence, 
successful displays of institutional literacy, credible particularisations of categories of child 
protection (e.g. how do these parents indicate that they recognise how the institution analyses 
their situation), etc. When a social worker comments on the placement in public care of an 18-
year-old adolescent (professional middle classes) following a troubled period of truancy, 
spending nights away from home, etc. by saying ’t zou eigenlijk in zo’n gezin niet echt mogen 

voordoen ik ben misschien nu ook sectair aan ’t praten maar euh ik denk dat dat meespeelt, 
‘it shouldn’t really be happening in this kind of family perhaps I’m being sectarian now but 
erm I think it does play a role’), is he not also receiving the discourses of the parents as 
indexing them as morally, ethically and socially equipped in particular ways? From my own 
interview with these parents (Slembrouck 2003a), one can list their displays of educatedness 
and of possessing a high degree of institutional literacy which runs audibly through their 
account of the ‘events’ of public care, not just in the sense of ‘their style of talking’ or where 
you might place them on the dialect-standard continuum but also very much in the sense that 
certain aspects are being selected and highlighted during the telling. For instance, their 
account details how they were trying to bend the procedure of institutional intervention in a 
particular direction, how the father was staging the intervention almost single-handedly, how 
the telephone was his major ally, how they had doubts about the deployment of psychological 
categories by the staff in the residential care centre. One can add further how the interactional 
texture of the interview is full of local displays of knowledge about institutional procedures 
and intricate pieces of juvenile legislation. Could one, allowing iconicity between the 
interview context and the parents’ contacts with their social worker/family counsellor, sum it 
up as a case of “il le dit bien, donc cela a des chances d’être vrai”9  (Bourdieu 1984:104)? – in 
other words: given parents who account for themselves in this way, it becomes hard to believe 
that the events leading up to the reception of their adolescent daughter in residential care 
occurred in this family. 

Thirdly and finally, while it cannot be stressed enough that Bourdieu sees legitimacy, 
symbolic dominance, etc. as an effect of contact (linguistic situations operate like markets), it 
is also useful for us to address the full range of in-market effects which he hints at (for 
instance, in Bourdieu (1984: 131ff.): 

- Hypercorrection: an excess in correctness which may pay off as legitimacy.  
- Limited transsituational transfer of legitimacy (e.g. the standard language speaker 

béarnais who loses his position of dominance when talking to le parisien). 
- Le franc parler, that is, « Ce franc-parler est le parler populaire en situation populaire 

lorsqu'on met entre parenthèses les lois du marché ».10  

                                                
8 Consider for instance Heller’s (2001) point that the production of legitimate language in the Franco-Ontarian schools which 
she studies is not just a matter of ‘French versus other languages’ or ‘what sort of French’, it also depends on the implicit 
recognition of distributional values and the structuring that is inherent in competing models of turntaking: there is the official, 
on-record, French floor of orderly classroom talk controlled by the teacher and there is the competing multivocal and 
nonconsequential floor which usually takes place in a language other than French and where many people can talk at once, 
overlap and where the teacher exercises no control. Slembrouck (2003b) elaborates this point comparing Bourdieu with 
Bakhtin, whose concept of enacted heteroglossia, on careful reading, reveals a remarkably similar multi-dimensionality by 
mentioning professional languages and social languages in the same breath, so to speak. 
9 Translated into English: “He says it well, so what he says may well be true”. 
10 The French expression, “avoir son franc-parler” refers to an absence of constraints on/reservations about what one says. 
Translated into English, the quotation goes as follows: “This kind of open/candid speech is popular speech in a popular 
situation, when the laws of the market have been put between brackets”. However, Bourdieu cautions against an automatic 
equation of popular speech with ‘le franc-parler’; the speaker must be on his own terrain, it is an exceptional activity which 
must be brought about and boundary markers are made visible.  
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- Situated silencing (la censure) in formal situations, referring to speakers who are 
« condamnés au silence dans les situations officielles où se jouent des enjeux 
politiques, sociaux, culturels importants. [...] Ca veut dire que, s'ils [les classes 
populaires] se trouvent en face de Giscard, ils perdront les pédales: que de facto leur 
langage sera cassé, qu'ils se tairont, qu'ils seront condamnés au silence, un silence que 
l'on dit respectueux ».11 

The two notions of le franc parler en le censure du silence respectueux deserve to be explored 
in greater detail, because they bring out key assumptions which surround interviewing. On the 
one hand, there is the ethnographer who invests in building up a rapport so that the subject of 
the ethnography will speak candidly and openly to them, but I could just as well talk about the 
discourse analyst who assumes that, since he is an outsider to the institutional networks of 
public care, he can discover the unheard parental perspective. On the other hand, there is a 
constant worry which runs through research and the research literature that interview data will 
be ‘spoiled’ by socially-caused or imperfectly managed conditions of interview contact (a 
systematic inquiry into such imperfections formed the impetus for the writing of Briggs 
(1986)). When research interviews are seen as linguistic markets, what guarantees for le franc 

parler can they be argued to offer? Do interviews instead have to be seen primarily as a 
source of symbolic violence, with the recorded narrative accounts being strategically self-
censured in ways still ill-understood by researchers? Are interviewers primarily 
representatives of an inquisitive and dominant public order – however well-intended their 
self-presentation and however humble their pursuit of knowledge, starting from a genuinely 
experienced “one down” from the interviewee? Is this true in the same way for all interviews? 
Does this also apply in situations where interviewers are counter-hegemonically oriented and 
research is critically oriented to laying bare the workings of power and ideology? These are 
just some of the questions which a Bourdieuan take on reflexivity encourages us to address. 

A further ramification of the conceptual framework developed thus far in this paper 
(one which I could already have hinted at in my opening remarks on methodology in the 
sociology of cultural taste) is that class analysis now inevitably enters into a discussion of 
reflexivity. Interviews pose no exception to the observation that ‘(les) relations entre deux 
personnes sont toujours dominées par la relation objective entre les langues correspondantes, 
c’est-à-dire entre les groupes parlant ces langues’12 (1984:127). The reflexive discovery of 
class is perhaps somewhat ironic (but not altogether unexpected) for a multi-sited discursive 
ethnography which seeks precisely to uncover how languages of class are spoken through 
parental and professional accounts of child protection/care. Before we can even begin talking 
about an analysis of the role of class or one of its field-specific articulations in these parental 
accounts (the outward looking question), we first face an analysis of its role as an 
interpretative filter in the deployment of research instruments and in processes of data 
acquisition and processing (the inward-oriented, reflexive question). Does circularity now 
loom large on my research horizon? A reflexive discovery of class in this way also comes 
with a risk of rendering interaction epiphenomenal (cf. LiPuma 1993; Chouliaraki & 
Fairclough 1999:105). 
 
 

                                                
11 That the laws of the market can be bracketed does not mean that they are being lifted. Hence, members of the popular 
classes find themselves “condemned to silence in official situations where important political, social and cultural issues are at 
stake. This means that, when they find themselves face-to-face with [former president] Giscard, they lose their pedals: their 
language is effectively broken, they will shut up, they will be condemned to silence, a silence which is called respectful”. 
12 Translated into English: “(the) relationship between two persons is always dominated by the objective 
relationship which holds between their languages, that is to say, between the groups speaking those languages.” 
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2 Two accounts of child protection – a comparison of interviewee styles. 
In brief, these are the details of the two accounts/cases I am going to compare. The first 
interview is with ND. She is a cleaner (lone parent). The interview (the 4th in the series) took 
place in the living room of her council flat in “district 2” in May 2002. The child in care is her 
son, Karel. Early events included small crime and spending nights away from home. Karel 
was in public care from the age of 14 to 18 (this period included boarding school, residential 
care, borstal as well as a number of court referrals). At the time of the interview, Karel is 24 
and in prison. The second child, aged 13, was received into foster care not long ago for a brief 
period while ND was being treated in hospital for a depression. The second interview is with 
ES. She is a schoolteacher in secondary education (lone parent; father does not recognise the 
child officially, but supports financially). ES has enjoyed higher education. The interview was 
in an eco-restaurant near Gent railway station in March 2002 (the 3rd in the series; however, 
the case is situated elsewhere (“district 3”) and ES has now moved outside the province, in a 
reconstituted family, some 50 kilometres away). The child in public care is her son, Jasper. He 
has been  in public care from the age of 16 to just a month before the interview. Early events 
included truancy, fencing, dealing soft drugs (until the police advised the mother to contact 
the district’s committee for special juvenile care13). Jasper was first in boarding school, then 
juvenile detention centre. Just under 18 he is being prepared for independent residence as an 
adult. Jasper has an elder sister with a history of hard drugs addiction. 
 
 
2.1 Positioning vis-à-vis the situation/activity of a research interview.  
While there were/are various signs in the interview that ND feels unaccustomed to and 
uncomfortable with the interview situation, for ES there was/is a story which she feels she 
must tell, a viewpoint to communicate and defend. In fact there is a range of additional 
contrasts between the two interviewee performances that I want to draw attention to. A first 
comparison thus concentrates on overall interactional behaviour in the two data events. The 
listed features in part reflect the interviewer’s experience of the two interviews at the time 
when they were conducted (my sources here also include field notes) and in part they can be 
shown through a detailed analysis of the two transcripts.  

The interview with ND is very short: 18:09 on the MD-player’s display. At the beginning, 
when offered a choice between a more monologically-oriented ‘do you prefer to tell me in 
your own words what happened’ and a more dialogically-oriented ‘would you rather have me 
ask questions’, ND states a preference for a question/answer-format with the meta-comment 
that this makes things easier (‘k heb liever dat ge vragen stelt [I: ja] da’s gemakkelijk, ‘I 
prefer you to ask questions, it makes things easy’). In quite a few instances ND’s turns barely 
exceed the interviewer’s in length. There are many long, ‘uncomfortable’ pauses, with 
pressure felt on the interviewer, as he hesitates between moving on to the next question, an 
additional probe and maintaining silence to create space for the interviewee to add more 
(interviewer backchannel functions also as silence filler). ND adheres rather strictly to the 
details of her own case and its specific set of events. While the narrative in general is 
restricted to a brief list of successive institutional interventions, decisions and event-turns, 
probing questions are met with fairly general replies and hardly expanded with details or 
examples. Finally, ND provides comments on institutional interventions, offers an explanation 
for her own situation, etc. only when she is explicitly invited to do so through a question. 

In contrast, the interview with ES results in 38:11 on the player’s display. At the 
beginning, when offered the same choice between a more and a less open-ended format, ES 
states a preference for a question/answer-format but hedges: dat is nogal veel hoor … dat 

                                                
13 In Dutch: CBJ = Comité Bijzondere Jeugdzorg. East Flanders has 5 districts. 
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verhaal [I: ja] ‘k zou trouwens niet weten waar da’k moet beginnen [I: ja ja]  u kan 

misschien best wat vragen stellen dan komt dat er toch van hé [I: ja] en als ge denkt da’k iets 

vergeet zegt u het maar hé (‘it’s rather a lot … the story [I: yes] and I wouldn’t know where to 
begin [I: yes yes] perhaps it is better if you ask some questions then it will happen any way [I: 
yes] and if you think I’m leaving something out just tell me’). ES’s turns are much longer 
than the interviewer’s; they are punctuated by interviewer backchannel. There are a few long 
pauses (e.g. when the interviewer is taking notes) but on the whole little pressure is felt on the 
interviewer to elicit more in response to a particular question. ES draws up generalisations, 
formulates analyses about children like Jasper, invokes arguments related to what other 
parents/children do/fail to do and she comments quite freely on institutional interventions 
(also at points when there is no explicit invitation to do so).  

In both interviews there is continuity between the initial stage where the protocols are 
being negotiated and the sequences which unfold subsequently. In the case of interview 4 
(ND), the interviewee declines an initial offer to determine the sequence of talk as she sees fit 
and this is indeed what ND largely does: she tries to answer the questions as well as possible, 
but she does not take my questions as elicitators which she can stretch thematically more or 
less as she sees fit. In contrast, for ES (interview 3) there is also hesitation at the very 
beginning, but it comes out as a tension between, on the one hand, a desire to tell her story on 
her own terms and on the other hand, an uncertainty about how such an account will tally with 
the researcher’s expectations. As the interview unfolds, ES frequently slips across the topic 
boundaries set by specific questions and her account is ‘enriched’ spontaneously with self-
analysis, evaluative remarks, meta-comments, generalisations, etc. In the case of interview 3, 
the interviewer went away with the impression that this had been a good interview and that he 
had obtained the material he is looking for.  In the case of interview 4, the interviewer left 
with the feeling that this had been a difficult interview and he was also wondering whether 
there will be enough in what has been recorded. 

When we read the set of contrasts so far, as Bourdieu invites us to do, in terms of social 
preconditions which enable particular forms of talk (contact between group-based habituses in 
a market situation), then the asymmetry in the interviewing dyad in the case of interview 4 
(middle class/working class-dyad) turns out to have interviewee-restricting effects (and 
therefore, it potentially comes with silencing, abiding as ND does by the interviewer’s 
questions and limiting her response to their thematic scope). In the case of interview 3, 
symmetry in the interviewing dyad (middle class/middle class-dyad) turns out to be 
interviewee-enabling (and questions are treated as direction indicators more than boundary 
specifications).  

Closer examination now reveals that more is at stake than just ‘styles’ of speaking which 
match a particular practical orientation to activity frames. We also have to look at ‘what the 
parents have to say’ about themselves and their children. I suggest we next look at a couple of 
excerpts in greater detail and direct our attention to how the discursive orientations of the two 
mothers are particularly different when they attend explicitly to their children’s problematic 
behaviour at the time and ‘changed personalities’ later.  
 
 
2.2 On closer inspection – context-explicating individuation vs. context-presupposing 

submission to external authority?  
If in the case of ES, the account comes across as more context-independent because it comes 
with more explicitness in various directions, and this counts as room created for a display of 
how individuals position themselves and how ES positions herself towards them, on top of 
that, one can observe how in this particular case, individuation as a dimension of moral ethos 
is pushed to the level of a more-than-expected dissociation between parent and adolescent –
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including areas where children transgress legal boundaries.  

Except 1 – Interview 3 (CBJ
14

  district  3): 11:21   13:18 

INT:  nu als we … even terug gaan naar naar eum … dus deuh tussenkomst dan 

van het Comité eum kunt u even beschrijven hoe dat precies in z’n 

werk gaat … of is dat ondertussen misschien al een beetje geleden  

[al een tijdje geleden         ] 

ES:  [‘t is al een tijdje geleden ] maar ik kan mij da(t) min of meer 

beschrijven  

INT: ja maar ja goed 

ES: dus eerst euh je  hebt die euh contacten met de politie ik heb hem 

dan ook telkens als ik gestolen waar vond in (h)uis of of of drugs, 

maar da(t) waren da(t) was da(t) was gewoon hasj hé ‘k heb’m gezegd 

dat hij da(t) nie(t) mocht doen … thuis, da(t) da(t) nie(t) mocht met 

dat hij da(t) nie(t) mocht dealen dat hij nog te jong was dat hij 

da(t) moet doen als hij zelf verantwoordelijkheid heeft en ik heb hem 

ook aangegeven voor diefstal want … ik wou da(t) niet in mijn huis 

[I: uhuh] gestolen goederen en dan verkopen ‘k heb hem dat dan ook 

moeten aangeven en daardoor hebben ze gezegd ja, we gaan u in contact 

brengen met meneer Kloosters van Bijzondere Jeugdzorg en die mens 

heeft da(t) heel goe(d) gedaan en me veel geduld voor Jasper amai 

want mijn geduld was wel op hé met die kleinen echt hé [I: uhuh] 

da(t) was op den duur vanaf als ge uwen neus thuis liet zien da(t) 

g’ambras had … hé hij zit dan in ge komt thuis ik was dan terug gaan 

werken hij was immers toch al 14 jaar ik kom dan thuis van mijn werk 

meneer ligt in den zetel met den tv luid op zonder iets voor zijn 

werk te doen zonder nog maar zijn eigen spullen weg te doen [I: uhuh] 

dus da(t) was constant ambras en die mens heeft da(t) … vrij mooi 

aangepakt … ja ik vond dat ie da(t) goed gedaan heeft … en dan … als 

hij dan naar euh [instelling] in [plaats] gegaan is ik vond da(t) die 

mensen da(t) ook nie(t) slecht deden die kunnen ook niet toveren hé 

[I: uhuh] 

 
English translation 

INT:  now if we … for a moment go back to to erm so the intervention of the Committee erm can you 
describe for a moment how that took its course … or is that perhaps now a while ago  

INT: [a while ago              ]    
ES:  [it’s already a while ago  ] but I can more or less describe it to myself  
INT: ok yeah fine 
ES: so first erm you have the erm contacts with the police every time I found stolen goods in the house or or 

or but these were that was just  hashis I told him that he shouldn’t be doing this … at home that this was 
not allowed that he shouldn’t be doing this that he shouldn’t be dealing that he was still too young for 
that that he should do that when he can take responsibility for himself and I did report him for theft 
because … I didn’t want this in my house [I: uhuh] stolen goods and then sell so I had to turn him in 
and that’s why they said yes, we’ll put you in touch with mr Kloosters of Juvenile Care and this man did 
really well and with a lot of patience for Jasper you can be sure because I had run out of patience with 
this kid [I: uhuh] over time you could see there was going to be trouble whenever I came home  … he 
would then sit you come home I had gone back to a job he was 14 by then I come home from work and 
his majesty is flat out in the settee with the tv loud without doing any work for school without clearing 
up his own stuff [I: uhuh] so that was trouble constantly and this man handled that … pretty well … yes 
I thought that he did this well … and then … when he went to [institution]  in [place] I thought these 
people didn’t do badly at all they’re not magicians either [I: uhuh] 

 

We can see how Jasper’s position as an individual is being worked up interactionally as 
someone who will almost unconditionally be held responsible for his own actions – even at 
the age of 14. At the same time, this first excerpt illustrates well the features I listed earlier in 

                                                
14 CBJ = Comité Bijzondere Jeugdzorg (district committee for special juvenile care). 
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section 2.1 (for instance, note how the evaluative comments about the family’s counsellor and 
the staff in the borstal are offered spontaneously). Another telling individuating fragment in 
this respect is excerpt 2. Here the topic of discussion is the influence of friends on Jasper in 
the various schools he attended.  

Excerpt 2 – Interview 3 (CBJ  district 3): 19:30   19:46 

ES:  hij keek daar nogal naar op [uhum] diegenen die dat durfden zo … en 

dan zeggen ze ja slechte vrienden gelijk in welke school dat hij kwam 

hij wist ik pff de directeur de directeur zei ‘t altijd da’s zeker 

die vriend ‘k begon op den duur ook te denken ja da(t) zal wel maar 

hij weet ze toch te vinden 

English translation 

ES:  he was looking up to [I: uhum] those who had the nerve to do these things  … and then they say yes bad 

friends  any of the schools he went to I pfff the principal the principal always said it must be this friend 

of his I began to think so too yes I guess so but he does know where to find them 

 
Like excerpt 1, the excerpt is personality-questioning by identifying Jasper as the ultimate 
source of the family crisis. Note in particular the complexity of the ‘footing’ (Goffman 1981) 
in excerpt 2. ES’s view is staged by invoking the authority of successive school principals; 
these voices are first lent credibility (cf. ‘I began to think so too’) but they are subsequently 
knocked down (‘but he does know where to find them’): in short, the role of ‘bad friends’ 
does not exonerate Jasper.   
 Thirdly and finally, an equally strong sense of ‘things have to come from the self’ can 
be heard in excerpt 3 immediately below. It comes at a point in the account where ES assesses 
the effects of public care on Jasper.  

Excerpt 3 – Interview 3 (CBJ  district  3): 17:45   18:33 

ES:  en soms zeggen ze in die instellingen leren ze alleen maar … dingen 

die niet goed zijn  maar ik denk da(t) Jasper [I: ja ja] slim genoeg 

geweest is [I: ja] om te zien … wat dat de gevolgen daarvan zijn 

da(t) ge … dat niet zomaar dat da(t) niet altijd loont … want … (0.7) 

dat da(t) niet zomaar gaat van snel rijk te worden da(t)  ge … dat er 

meer zijn die tegen de lamp lopen dan degene die … die uiteindelijk … 

euh door door misdaad rijk worden [I: ja ja] dat hij da(t) 

ondervonden heeft nu al en daarvoor ben ‘k wel content [I: ha ja] 

English translation 

ES:  and sometimes they say in these homes they only teach you … things which are not good but I think that 
Jasper [I: yes yes] has been clever enough [I: yes] to see … what the consequences of this are that you 
… that it just doesn’t that it doesn’t always pay … because … (0.7) that it just doesn’t go like this like 
getting rich fast that you … that there are more who get caught than the ones … who eventually … erm 
become rich through crime [I: yes yes] he’s already figured that out and I am grateful for this [I: oh 
yeah] 

 
Here individuation occurs in a personality-redeeming way. Note again how ES manages 
footing: the point about individual personality growth is articulated contrastively by first 
invoking generalising stereotypical views which are attributed to indefinite voices about the 
effects of residential homes on youngsters.  

For the purposes of my analysis here, the most important observation is undoubtedly 
that the three excerpts analysed indicate an interesting iconicity between the ‘what’ (what is 
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said about parent/child-relationships – e.g. my child will be held responsible for his actions 
even at the age of 14), the ‘how’ (the rhetorical build-up of a particular point – e.g. 
individuation as a matter of speaker positioning vis-à-vis competing voices of authority) and, 
thirdly, a corresponding claim to individuation in determining scope and sequence in the 
interview (e.g. interviewer questions count as elicitations). Can one detect a similar iconicity 
in interview 4? To answer this question, let us consider in detail an extended excerpt from the 
interview with ND. It comes at the point where the interviewer invites ND to give reasons and 
to list causes.  

 

Excerpt 4 – Interview 4 (CBJ district 2): 06:50   08:38 

 
INT: als u nu terugkijkt … euh wat was volgens u eigenlijk … de oorzaak 

ND:  euheum 

INT:  of waar is het verkeerd gelopen [of hoe is het verkeerd gelopen ] 

ND:                    [ik peins dan’t eum            ] 

me(t) m’n opvoeding van thuis eum euh te maken gehad heeft da’k euh 

a(l)zo nie(t) wist hé wa(t) wa(t) mag er in een opvoeding en wa(t) 

mag er nie(t) in een opvoeding dus ik heb dus eun enorme euh (h)eel 

slechte jeugd gehad … en vandaar vandoarafuit eum dat alles a(l)zo 

wa(t) fout beginnen lopen is en ook eum de vader dat een stuk zijn 

verantwoordelijkheid nie(t)pakten … dus die keek er dus ook nie(t) 

naar om (0.4) 

INT:  ja (0.4) 

ND:  [stilletjes] alzo hé 

INT:  uhuh … (0.3) en denkt u als u nu terugkijkt dat dat u het anders zou 

aangepakt hebben 

ND:  ja 

INT: ja 

ND:  da(t) wel (5.0) 

INT:  en en voelt u ergens vindt u ergens als ouder dat u eum ergens 

gefaald hebt? 

ND:  ja 

INT:  uhuh 

ND:  ‘k voel da(t) wel 

INT: uhuh 

ND:  ‘k heb d’er leren omgaan voor mij boven te zetten da’k alle schuld 

nie(t) op mij mocht pakken maar euh ik hen der euh wel euh enorm 

schuldgevoel van euh gehad da’k gefaald hen als ouder (0.3) 

INT:  ja euh 

ND:  maar ja als ge gij de juuste opvoeding thuis nie(t) krijgt en ze 

verwaarlozen ou en ge weet het nie(t) juust hoe (d)a(t) ge ‘t 

allemaal moe(t) doen ja … dan beginnen  

INT:  uhuh 

ND:  de problemen hè (0.2) 

INT:  ja uhuh a (0.4) en wat zou je dan anders gedaan hebben 

ND:  eum meer grenzen naar Karel toe getrokken want da(t)he’k dus euh 

nie(t) gedaan (0.4) 

INT:  ja 

 
English translation 

INT: and if you now look back … what according to you was really … the cause  
ND:  uhum 
INT:  or where did things go wrong [or how did things go wrong  ] 
ND:             [I think that it erm                      ]  

has to do with the way I was brought up erm er that I didn’t know what you can do when  you raise kids 
and what you can’t do so I had so an extremely bad a very bad youth … and from there from there 
onwards er just about everything started going wrong and also the father who to some extent wouldn’t 
take up his responsibilities … and who wouldn’t look after him (0.4) 
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INT:  yes (0.4) 
ND:  [very quietly] like that you see 
INT:  yeah uhuh … (0.3) and do you think when you now look back that that you  would do things 

differently  
ND:  yes 
INT: yes 
ND:  that yeah (5.0) 
INT:  and and do you feel somehow do you find somehow that you have failed as a parent 
ND:  yes 
INT:  uhuh. 
ND:  it feels like that  
INT: uhuh 
ND:  I have learned to deal with this to put myself at a distance that I shouldn’t take all the blame on me but 

er it has left me with an enormous feelings of guilt that I have failed as a parent  (0.5) 
INT:  yeah euh 
ND:  but yes if you don’t get the right upbringing at home and you are being neglected and you don’t know 

just how to do it all yes … then   
INT:  uhuh 
ND:  the problems begin don’t they 
INT:  yeah uhuh a (0.4) and what would you have done differently  
ND:  erm draw more boundaries for Karel because that I did not do (0.4) 
INT:  yes 
 

As the second turn indicates, ND traces the crisis to her own childhood and the social 
environment in which she grew up. Being a neglected child herself, it was difficult for her to 
see what you could do and couldn’t do in child rearing and the father wasn’t much help either. 
This is an explanation couched in hindsight: the juxtaposition with her own past as a child and 
in early parenthood indicates that this is insight now gained which was previously 
unattainable. Where does it come from? Undoubtedly there is a long series of institutional 
contacts which have made it possible for ND to voice this particular formulation at this point 
in the interview. It is also an explanation which is presented here as her own (cf. ‘Ik peins 
dan’t …’, I think that that …) but which is further unaccompanied by any markers which 
attribute its origins to an institutional voice or way of thinking, for instance, by saying ‘they 
said my problem is such and such, but not all of that applies in my case’. Are we to conclude 
here that ND has unconditionally accepted an institutional analysis of her situation as her 
own? Or, do we instead stress how the fragment also strikingly illustrates how the 
interviewer’s expectations were defeated, as responses turn out to be shorter than expected 
and pauses pile up to create space in case there is more to come (but it doesn’t). Should one 
then conclude that the interviewee’s inclination to abide by the external authority of the 
interviewer’s questions as defining her topical leeway is here mirrored in her acceptance of an 
external authority’s definition of her problematic parenting, with the pauses, the defeated 
expectations, etc. marking the way in which the interviewer is waiting in vain for a particular 
dependency on context to be made explicit and transparent? 

Also ND’s final turn invites a specific analytical comment: here she adopts ‘pedagogic 
speak’. The expression meer grenzen naar Karel toe getrokken (‘drawn clearer boundaries for 
Karel’) is a typical (euphemising) expression used in institutional contexts where authority is 
the point of discussion but note again how this concept of ‘drawing boundaries’ is not 
qualified any further (what did it mean in this particular case?). Is the parent’s use of such 
terminology to be seen then as a hand-me-down from the institutions of public care? The lack 
of qualification can easily make the listener infer that the parent has not ‘fully mastered’ it or 
that, having accepted the term’s authority, she has made the institutional imperative her own, 
without maintaining a space for negotation, qualification, particularisation, etc. for herself. It 
may be tempting to draw such conclusions from the absence of particular rhetorical displays 
in the interview, yet at the same time one can come up with various reasons why such 
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displays do not materialise. For instance, Goffman (1990) would make us look in the direction 
of the interactional management of shamefacedness which results in the omission of painful 
detail. There may also be the assumptions which ND has about what the interviewer wants to 
know: the level of detail but also that invoking an institutional strategy such as meer grenzen 

naar Karel toe getrokken is what this kind of interviewer will want to hear (this hints in the 
direction of accommodating, self-corrective behaviour). 
 

 

3 Elaborated/restricted code orientations: where do contact and dialect difference fit in?  
The set of comparisons and contrasts so far in more than one respect echoes Basil Bernstein’s 
descriptions of elaborated/restricted code orientations (compare also with Ohmann’s (1987) 
contrastive analysis of two sets of interview data15). This need not surprise us, given the 
affinities which Bernstein’s research programme shares with Bourdieu’s analyses of language 
competence models for their implicit class interests: the concepts of ‘elaborated’ and 
‘restricted code’ can be earmarked as rough equivalents of ‘symbolic capital’; later versions 
which concentrate on less static understandings of ‘code’ in terms of ‘code orientations’ echo 
the concept of ‘habitus’, i.e. Bourdieu’s specific response to the problem of structuration 
(Collins 2000). There are also differences to be considered. The broader line of argumentation 
I have adopted so far makes us especially sensitive to the factor that we are faced with an 

interview situation – a situation of contact between habituses with effects on discursive 
behaviour at various levels. So, rather than making claims about class-reproduced or 
domestically-acquired code orientations per se, Bourdieu cautions us particularly at the end 
where we interpret ND’s account. If earlier (in section 1) I signalled the risk of  narrowing 
communicative legitimacy to speaking the dominant language (understood as a standard 
dialect), then at this point I must bring out how the Bernsteinean programme has tended “to 
ignore or downplay the non-referential signalling of identity and group membership, the 
rituals of inclusion and exclusion, of domination and submission, that have pre-occupied 
Bourdieu’s analyses of language and symbolic power” (Collins 2000 : 68). This difference is 
important for two reasons. One. Bourdieu encourages us also to take on board sociolectal 
complexities to the full. Hence, it is also instructive to extend the list of contrasted features 
still further, as the interview data examined in this paper also harbour a set of dialect 
differences, with attendant processes of situated accommodation. Secondly, Bourdieu invites 
us to take seriously the meta-interpretative imponderables of ‘class code’-oriented 
interpretations themselves being effects of the interview-cum-linguistic-market – effects 
which may ‘blind’ researchers in a number of ways because they encourage particular 
evaluative readings of interviewees, of institutional clients, of parents, etc., and leave us also 
with an acute awareness of certain meanings and rhetorical displays being potentially 
suppressed during the interview and/or remaining invisible in analysis. 

Let us first concentrate on the details of ‘sociolinguistic variation’. ND uses the local 
town dialect (with a broad accent), but the flow of her speech shows various signs of 
accommodation towards standard Dutch. ES, on the other hand, uses tussentaal

16
. This is a 

(sub)urban intermediate variety which is primarily oriented to (and often experienced as) 

                                                
15 Especially, chapter 20 ‘Reflections on class and language’. 
16 The concept ‘tussentaal’ begs a paperlength – if not a booklength – treatment in its own right. It is best characterised as a 
situationally adaptable matrix of language use. ‘Tussentaal’ is often experienced by users and even identified as standard 
language but it draws extensively (and to varying degrees, depending on speaker origin, situation and dyad) both on local and 
regional dialect forms and on a number of increasingly persistent features which mark a standard speaker as “Flemish” (as 
distinct from “Dutch”). Perhaps tussentaal can be best compared with what Mesthrie (20--) identifies as the ‘meso variety’ in 
South African English. It reflects a very uneven landscape of inter-generationally accomplished standardisation, as well as a 
socioinguistic order with competing normative centres (Flanders resp. South-Africa and its own centripetal/centrifugal 
tendencies vs. a normative pull coming from Dutch Dutch resp. British English). 
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standard language use but mixes in it elements from local/regional dialect and/or features 
from so-called ‘generalised Flemish’ (these are transregional features). ES’s accent is light 
and regional (Eastern Flemish) – rather than local. The interviewer uses standard Dutch but 
there are signs of accommodation towards ‘tussentaal’. The questions raised by this set of 
differences are complex. 

What does accommodation signal in the case of ND? Does it echo and reinforce self-
censorship at the level of the sayables (the latter may in part follow from difficulties 
experienced with the speech variety she ends up talking in the interview situation)? There 
may well be similar processes of speech accommodation in the case of ES, but would these 
have the same effects? Because a degree of accommodation in the direction of standard Dutch 
is intrinsic to ‘tussentaal’, it is difficult to assess how much of it in interview 3 belongs to the 
local dyad. Strictly speaking, we should be able to compare ES’s interview performance with 
her language use, say, when talking to colleagues at school, or when in her classroom. What I 
can say with confidence, though, is that ES comes across as a speaker who by profession 
routinely embodies standard language use (the question whether in actual fact the properties 
of the variety she speaks, say in the classroom, is more or less towards the dialect end or the 
‘generalised Flemish’-end of the tussentaal-spectrum than the language we get to hear on my 
minidisk recording is arguably beside the point). Finally, the interviewer’s accommodation to 
tussentaal is best seen as a shift ‘in reverse’. It marks a desire to be allowed to enter the world 
of the interviewee. Whether it is perceived in those terms by ND (or ES, for that matter) is of 
course a question which we cannot possibly be expected to answer on the basis of the data 
available.  

Bourdieu’s conceptual framework invites us to consider the possibility that an 
individual interviewee’s orientation to what is sayable in an interview situation may be 
informed also by how that interviewee perceives and interpretatively responds to relative 
sociolinguistic proximity/distance. If accommodation at the level of speech forms then counts 
as interpersonally enabling, it may well have disabling effects for one interlocutor at the level 
of ease with which to recount a personal experience. We can view this in terms of a speaker 
“being (un)comfortable with speaking in a situationally-produced speech format”, but it 
would be a mistake to highlight just this dimension: concomitant class perceptions indexed by 
sociolinguistic varieties may cut across this or have reinforcing effects. One question is thus 
that of standard language as entailing a set of contextual cues (in Gumperz’ sense) which are 
being layered over what the interviewer says and which for some interviewees index that the 
questions asked are more than just probes from the educated world of science (whose 
inhabitants, as far as ND is concerned, may be more knowledgeable about what this interview 
is about than she takes herself to be). More than that, the interviewer’s use of standard 
language may cue the questions as coming from someone across a social divide (someone 
more like ND’s employers?). In the case of ES, on the other hand, the fact that she enjoyed 
higher education is likely to entail less of such a divide17. 
 

 

4 Expert systems, silencing in situated contact and research design. 

As Ohmann (1987:288) points out, Bernstein seeks to correlate phenomena (class and code) 
which both defy abstraction from the on-going stream of social interaction and contact. 
Whether ND’s account can simply be taken as indexing a domestically-acquired accounting 

                                                
17 Compare with Ohmann’ s (1987:285) reiteration of an older point (abandoned completely by some) that field-specific 
discursive behaviour  may in some respects echo roles in economic production. Broadly speaking (and allowing for a partial 
breakdown of boundaries in the present stage of ‘advanced capitalism’), ES is a clerical worker, while ND is a manual 
worker. An interesting detail here is that ES mentions after the interview how in addition to her programme at the teacher 
training college (which in Belgium is non-university higher education), she enrolled at Gent University for a number of 
philosophical courses. 
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practice (stated bluntly, based on an orientation to a restricted code or working class parlance) 
or whether it signals mostly a situationally-produced and productive gap with school/expert 
system-induced practices in a situation of contact with the world of education and science, is a 
question which, in the absence of ethnographic opportunities for reliable triangulation18, may 
be hard to answer with any clear-cut finality. It is probably also not the best way to formulate 
the upshot of the analytic-interpretative problematic which I have sought to develop in this 
paper.  

Bernstein’s original analyses have been mostly about literacy and schooling, with 
attention to processes of classification and framing. Given the socio-cultural salience of 
appeals to expert systems in Late Modernity19 (Giddens 1991), the question of contrasts, 
disjunctions and continuities between domestically-acquired, occupationally-sanctioned or 
institutionally-promoted practices can actually be reformulated in terms of social subjects’ 
inclinations, the ease with which and the specific ways in which some (as opposed to others) 
accept, appropriate, resist stepping into, etc. the discourses of expert systems. Note how such 
a reformulation of the questions of structuration hints in the direction of an increasing inter-
dependence of class-based/class-oriented perceptions of communicative situations/practices 
on displays of expert literacy (class then is “revealed” by how speakers manage to negotiate 
for themselves a position vis-à-vis the discourses of expert systems and how they succeed in 
displaying such a management also in situations where they have to account for themselves). 
In short, my point here is that there is a larger argument to be developed which is based on an 
invitation for us to examine Giddens’s analysis of Late Modernity through the lens of 
something like the Bersteinean problematic but framed by a Bourdieuan take on the effects of 
field-specific, situated contact between interactional resources which are increasingly hard to 
pin down as fixed identity-givens and more fruitfully approached as indexically tied to 
complex trajectories of institutional contact. The latter entails also that the reflexive analysis 
of research data events directs our attention to the points where research outlines can easily 
become self-fulfilling.  

Any analysis of interview data comes with a set of assumptions that we bring to the data 
in terms of what we hope and expect to find there. These may be viewed as pre-textualities or 
anticipated re-contextualisations, and they are also likely to be adjusted in the course of a 
sequence of successive interviews and the longer run of (a) research project(s). In my own 
research, one such assumption has been that it is worthwhile and important to examine how 
parents position themselves towards institutional categories, diagnoses and explanations, 
including the role which such positioning plays in the articulation of damaged identity. 
Despite the restrictions on available data and access to institutional contexts of observation, 
there is interventionist mileage in the use of self-reflective interview data, for instance, when 
research findings can be fed into training programmes for family counsellors and social 
workers (see Hall & Slembrouck 2001 for a more detailed elaboration of the contrast between 
‘life history’-oriented and ‘evidence/category assessment’-oriented approaches to therapy and 
intervention in child protection). My analysis of interview data in this paper throws new light 
on these assumptions. In interview 3 (ES), the data which has been accomplished 
interactionally is well-adjusted to analytical scrutiny on the basis of such assumptions (and so 
the interview is more likely to be called a successful one). In interview 4 (ND), we are faced 
instead with troublesome data which is not so straightforwardly congruent with the above 
assumptions. One of the suggestions I want to make here is thus that an inward-looking 

                                                
18 From an ethnographic point of view, the use of just interview data may sound unnecessarily restrictive; but note that in this 
particular case access to and observation of the primary sites and events of care so far has been denied (see Slembrouck 
2003a for further details). 
19 The extent to which the self has become a project modelled and shaped in interaction with expert systems and in which 
social subjects attend to what expert systems offer them rather than relying exclusively on authoritative professional 
mediations of these. 
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scrutiny of the research events and instruments allows us to detect certain biases in the 
assumptions which inform the research more generally (stated plainly: the very idea of 
interactional positioning of clients vis-à-vis categories, explanations, etc. as an outward-
oriented object of enquiry needs rethinking, among other reasons, because it requires more 
sophisticated lenses through which to examine the parents’ self-accounts). Extrapolated to 
Giddens’ analysis, this can be put as follows: there may well be a serious class-bias in the 
promoted ideal of the self-reflective late modern subject. Conclusions of this nature come 
with an admittance of silencing as a potential effect of the interview contact, as certain 
meanings may have been prevented from being voiced and what is voiced may easily be heard 
in a particular way and may really require alternative forms of listening. In this way, 
researcher reflexivity can become part of the process though which research agendas are 
shaped dynamically.  
 
 
5 One or two implications for theoretical debates on reflexivity.  

Although still far from conclusive with respect to the data analysed, my exploratory analysis 
above has a few implications for anthropological debates of reflexivity. This will also allow 
me to pick up one or two loose threads from my brief review of Bourdieu’s concepts. One of 
the key questions indeed remains: what kind of discursive modalities of contact can be 
embraced as a premise for a genuine interpretative dialogue? One preferred answer is that the 
ethnographic interview should offer optimal guarantees for openness and speaker sincerity 
which follow from a particular rapport between observer and observed. In a related research 
paradigm, similar guarantees are often sought in a temporary suspension of social 
consequences under conditions of anonymity in a transient contact with a sympathetic 
outsider who explicitly invites an account ‘in your own terms and words’. One of the 
questions which arise from my analysis is indeed: can we really get around or overcome the 
effects of conditions of class perception? Bourdieu (1984 : 131-132) also writes about 
situations which make possible ‘le franc parler’ – defined as « un îlot arraché aux lois du 
marché »20 and as « un îlot qu'on obtient en s'accordant une franchise »21. Note first of all that 
‘le franc parler’ is not to be equated with monologue or a particular state of the speaker; it is 
an interactional accomplishment. The use of « îlot » is also important: it translates as ‘a small 
island’ and also as a ‘hotbed of resistance’. Bourdieu thus restricts such situations to 
occasions where one is among one’s own (‘le parler populaire en situation populaire’ is 
another phrase he uses to characterise ‘le franc parler’). Bourdieu’s own writings on 
reflexivity are in that sense fundamentally pessimistic about the scope offered by 
institutionalised research instruments: interviews are a source of symbolic violence and index 
a subjugating ‘educated’ order: « on ne peut pas rêver d’une situation d’enquête «pure» de 
tout effet de domination »22 (1984:128). Does this leave us ultimately with a stalemate? It 
certainly invites qualification: the effects of contact with an educated order will not be of the 
same kind in all dyads of inquiry. In my analysis I hope to have revealed some dimensions of 
the diversity researchers may come across (even though, it leaves us with a pessimistic 
conclusion when it comes to the ‘normalising’ effects of research: understanding the excluded 
Other requires extra effort). 

The dilemmas of researcher-legitimacy and the identity-sanctioning effects of  
researcher communicative competence have also been discussed extensively and debated 
intensively in native ethnography/anthropology (Jacobs-Huey 2002 offers an excellent 
overview). My contribution to this debate might be as follows: if data histories cannot be 

                                                
20  Translated into English: “a small island cut loose from market laws” 
21 Translated into English: “a small island which is reached [lit.: obtained] by according oneself a franchise”. 
22 Translated into English: “One cannot dream of a context of inquiry which has been purified of all effects of domination”. 
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exclusively about personal histories (politicised subjectivities with specific dilemmas of 
allegiance, solidarity, belonging, etc.) because they also carry within them the subjective 
orientations to the ‘objectivities’ of market laws of contact, then the guarantees one is looking 
for can neither be secured by communicative training alone nor by in situ perceptions of 
(former/present) community membership alone. We can thus in general cast doubt on the 
feasibility of fluency in the language and discourse styles of the studied speech community as 
offering contact-independent guarantees for legitimate entry and reliable access (Bourdieu’s 
concept of ‘le franc parler’ connects the two; it also shifts the lending of legitimacy from 
those who grant access to those whose world the researcher enters). Williams (1996) takes the 
argument even further, when she identifies the problems experienced by the ‘halfie’ (who has 
to negotiate the dual identities of community membership and of being a researcher). She sees 
no exception in the case of a researcher with (former/present) direct lifeworld experience of 
the observed community: the issue then is not ‘that the researcher (once) belong(s)(ed) there’, 
but that ‘the researcher (re)enters the community, situationally speaking, as a researcher.’  

The alternative then, it seems to me,  is to equate epistemology and reflexivity: 
« L’épistémologie est souvent perçue comme une espèce de métadiscours transcendant à la 
pratique scientifique. A mes yeux, c’est une réflexion qui change réellement la pratique et qui 
conduit à éviter des erreurs, à ne pas mesurer l’efficacité d’un facteur en oubliant le facteurs 
des facteurs, à savoir, la situation dans laquelle on mesure les facteurs »23 (1984 :130). In 
Bourdieu’s case, this equation (I hope to have demonstrated) can be made in a partially non-
relativistic way – that is, when a reflexive analysis of data histories deepens our research 
design (with initial research questions and reading instruments being transformed in the 
course of this process). This, I think, is an ethnographic turn24 indeed. 
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